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replication accuracy of doctors' movements and improves the
security. Rui Shen et al [2]. proposed a physiological tremor
recognition algorithm, which dichotomized the motion data by
means of support vector machine, and identified the normal
physiological tremor and surgical operation through this
classification method. By this method, the surgical process
became safer and the success rate of vascular interventional
surgery was improved. Olatunji Mumini Omisore et al [3].
proposed an adaptive compensation algorithm, which was
used to predict errors by generalized adaptive model, and
linearized the model by separating the nonlinear part of the
model. A feedforward compensation in this way could
improve the real-time performance of master-slave system.
Shigeru Miyachi et al [4]. proposed a new robot structure for
vascular interventional surgery, in which the rotation angle in
previous studies was considered within 360 degrees. However,
in this paper, all the rotating structures were stored in a
circular structure so that all the internal devices could rotate
with the overall equipment, rotating more than 360 degrees.
Increased the flexibility of the robot in surgery. Based on the
summary of the above research status, the problems of the
system are found as follows:
(1) Because of the rapid development of today's sensor
technology, it is possible to collect minor movements. In this
way, the tremor of the hand is also collected by the master side
manipulator of the vascular interventional surgical robot and
transmitted to the slave side surgical equipment, and this
tremor often causes fatal injury to the patient during the
operation.
(2) Some studies have Focused on the identification of
tremors, but do not classify them. Different types of tremors
have different characteristics due to different causes. As a
result, it is difficult to identify all the different kinds of
tremors with a single method, and the success rate of
identification is reduced.
In this paper, a tremor elimination strategy for vascular
interventional surgical robots is presented, which divides the
tremor into two parts. instead of only aiming at the error of the
transmission structure. The first part: a tremor caused by
muscle fatigue in a physician that exhibits a regular frequency
of movement. The second part: the process of surgery is very
stressful, and this stress can lead to an irregular stress tremor.
For the first regular tremor, the frequency of the tremor can be
identified and filtered out. For the second irregular stress
tremor, we identified it from the way of acceleration, and

Abstract - For interventional vascular surgery, which
requires a high degree of accuracy, any minor error could lead to
the failure of the operation. High stressful operation environment
leads to hands' tremor of doctors, which is fatal to patients. A
recognition and elimination strategy for hands tremor was
proposed. Hands' tremor was divided into two types, the first
type is normal physiological tremors and the second type is stress
tremor. First, we used the regularity of normal physiological
tremor to identify and eliminate it. Secondly, according to the
safe contact force index in vascular interventional surgery, the
safe acceleration of the robot was obtained by using Newton's
second law. Stress tremor was identified by comparing actual
acceleration with safe acceleration. The effectiveness of the
strategy was verified by experiments in which multiple operators
simulated the operation of doctors. Experimental results show
that the tremor elimination strategy has better performance.
Index Terms - Vascular intervention robot, physiological
tremors, stress tremors, elimination strategy

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the incidence of central vascular diseases is
becoming higher and higher. Faced with this situation, the
application of vascular interventional surgical technique is
becoming more and more extensive. Compared with
traditional techniques, vascular interventional surgery has the
advantages of less blood loss, less trauma and faster recovery
after operation. But it also has disadvantages, which requires
doctors to operate in harsh conditions. In order to keep the
doctor safe, the doctor has to wear a heavy protective suit,
which makes the operation of the doctor more difficult. With
the rapid development of robot technology, the research of
vascular interventional surgery robot has become an
international hot spot.
The feature of the vascular interventional surgical robot
is that it adopts the master-slave structure, collects the
operation information of the doctor through the master
operator, transmits the operation information to the slave side
operation equipment through the remote communication, and
the slave side operation equipment completes the
operation .This method of remote surgery allows doctors to
operate in a safer and more comfortable environment . At
present, Wang Kundong et al [1]. had developed a vascular
interventional surgical robot with multi-manipulator operation.
The main reason for using multi-manipulator operation was to
better replicate the operation of doctors. In addition, this
multi-robot hand coordination method greatly increased the
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identified and filtered it according to the threshold of safe
acceleration. The tremor of human hand is divided into two
kinds and identified according to the different characteristics
of different kinds. In this way, the recognition rate of human
hand tremor can be improved.

encoder is pulse value, and the rotation angle is converted by
pulse value. The actual rotation angle is obtained by data
processing with Arduino Due. The motion data is transmitted
to the slave side equipment by CAN bus. Force feedback
mainly relies on the principle of electromagnetic induction.
Magnetic field is generated by the magnetic bar fixed on the
operator. The L298N chip output analog voltage is controlled
by the Arduino Due chip to drive the current coil.
The slave side equipment is shown in Fig. 2 (b), which is
mainly composed of three propelling parts. The main purpose
of using the three propelling parts is to better simulate the
manual operation of the guide wire of the catheter. The
fixtures of the three propulsion parts use the same principle,
and the motor driven fixtures are used for clamping and
releasing. The three propulsion parts are all fixed on the slide
track for displacement, and the ARM24AK-H100 stepper
motor produced by Orientalmotor is used to drive the
displacement, which avoids the cumulative error in the driving
link by using the stepper motor. GTH08-OC-RAG2500Z1-2M
incremental photoelectric encoder was installed on the three
propulsion parts to carry out real-time measurement of
velocity and displacement. In terms of force feedback, Load
cell force sensor is used to measure contact force, Arduino
2
Due chip is used to process contact force data, and I C is used
to transmit contact force and other data to the master side
operator and Arduino Due chip for feedback.

II. OVERVIEW OF PLATFORM
This system is a robotic system for vascular
interventional surgery. Its main feature is that the whole
system presents a master-slave structure. Fig.1 is an overview
of the overall structure. In the Fig.1 on the left, the master side
operator, the main function of the master side operator is:
through the sensor to collect the doctor's hand operation data,
it will be processed and transmitted to the operation
equipment from the master side, and receive the feedback
force data transmitted from the slave side, to achieve the
function of force feedback. On the right side of the Fig.1 is the
slave side surgical equipment. The main function of the slave
side surgical equipment is to restore the movement data
collected from the master side through the motor and other
equipment, so as to complete the operation for the patient The
master side operator and the slave side equipment in the Fig.1
2
work separately and are connected together by I C. The data
mainly include the operation data of the doctor and the force
data of the contact between the slave side equipment and the
patient's blood vessel.

(a) The structure of master side manipulator

Fig.1 The overview of vascular interventional surgical robotic control system

The master side manipulator is shown in Fig. 2 (a), which
is mainly composed of a catheter manipulator and a guide wire
manipulator. The two manipulators are connected by a
baseboard. The main function of the catheter operator and the
guidewire operator is to collect the operative data of the
doctor. The horizontal displacement is mainly measured by
novotechink's TP-0200-101-411-102 linear displacement

(b) The structure of slave side equipment
Fig.2 The structure of vascular interventional surgical robot

This system adopts master-slave structure, uses the
catheter and guide wire separation design that conforms to the
doctor's operation habit, and adds the bionic catheter on the
master side operator to enable the doctor to achieve the
immersive effect [5]. The three propulsion parts of the end-toend device is combined to mimic the surgeon's operation and
can be used for long distance propulsion [6]. Its structure is
simple and stable. Each module is independent from each

sensor. The data measured by the linear displacement sensor is
the simulated voltage value. The actual displacement value is
obtained through data processing with Arduino Due chip. The
rotation motion is mainly measured by photoelectric encoder,
which adopts GTH08-OC-RAG2500ZL-2M incremental
photoelectric encoder. The data measured by the photoelectric
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other, and can move independently or cooperate with the
controller, which meets the operational requirements of the
actual operation.

The time domain signal is not transmitted directly to the slave
side equipment, but to the second part of the strategy to
remove the stress tremor caused by tension [11].

III. THE DESIGN OF THE STRATEGY OF TREMOR ELIMINATION
The tremor elimination strategy is divided into two main
parts: the first part is to identify and eliminate regular
physiological tremor; The second part is to remove the
irregular stress tremor caused by tension. In the first part, we
will identify the physiological tremor according to the rule of
physiological tremor and remove it through a filter[7]. In the
second part, in the face of irregular stress tremor, we will
identify the action from the perspective of safety force
threshold, and do not perform unsafe action. The main reason
for our execution in this order is that the judgment standard of
the second part of the chattering elimination strategy mainly
focus on the judgment of acceleration[8]. If the first part is not
executed firstly, the calculation amount of the second part will
be too large, which will affect the judgment result.

Fig.3 The schematic diagram of the first part of the tremor elimination
strategy

B. The Second Part of The Tremor Elimination Strategy
In the first part, we remove the physiological tremor
caused by muscle fatigue and other factors, and the signal is
the time domain signal obtained after the elimination of
physiological tremor[12]. The physiological tremor in the
signal is removed and the signal becomes much smoother.
However, there are still some stress tremors caused by tension,
which are irregular and difficult to identify because it is
difficult to distinguish doctor's safe action and dangerous
stress tremor [13].
This paper proposes a strategy to identify stress tremor
from the perspective of safety force threshold. For stress
tremor, the most easily obtained features are velocity and
acceleration [14]. According to Newton's second law (5), we
can obtain the safe acceleration as according to the threshold
of the safety force and m of the slave side equipment. In order
to obtain m more accurately, we designed a force measuring
platform as shown in Fig 4. There are three main parts of the
force-measuring platform, first, slave manipulator; second, the
force sensor; Third, the digital displayer, which uses a digital
displayer made by Contronix company. m can be obtained by
formula (5).

A. The First Part of The Tremor Elimination Strategy
First, we will identify physiological tremor. The
physiological tremor mainly presents a fluctuation of 8~12Hz
[9], and we will identify the physiological tremor according to
this characteristic. The schematic diagram of the strategy is
shown in Fig 3. We set the collected signal as x(t). At this
time, the collected signal is the time domain signal[10]. But if
we want to identify the characteristics of the frequency of the
physiological tremor, we need to get the signal in the
frequency domain x(jw). At this time, we need to carry out
FFT analysis on the collected signals x(t) to obtain the
frequency domain signal are shown below:

x ( jw ) = F ( x ( t ))

(1)

We designed the filter as shown below：

0( f > f > f l )
H ( jw) =  h
1

(2)

F = ma

In which f is the actual frequency of hands' movements,
fh is upper limit of frequency, fl is lower limit of frequency.
Multiply the frequency domain signal by the filter we
designed, such as formula (3), get y(jw)

x( jw) × H ( jw) = y ( jw)

In which F is the force of collision, which will be shown
in digital player and the unit of F is N. m is the coefficient of
mass and the unit of m is g. a is the acceleration of slave
manipulator and the unit is cm/s2. At this time, m will be used
as the coefficient for us to obtain the safe acceleration.
When the coefficient
is determined, the safe
acceleration can be obtained according to formula (6):

(3)

At this time, y(jw) is the frequency domain signal that
has filtered out the physiological tremor signal, and then the
time domain signal that can be recognized by the slave side
equipment can be obtained through the inverse FFT transform
as shown below:

x(t ) = F −1 ( x( jw))

(5)

Fs = mas

(6)

In which FS is the safe force of collision and the unit of
FS is N. as is the safe acceleration and the unit of as is
cm/s2 .The purpose of obtaining the safe acceleration as in the
above paper is to compare with the real-time motion of the
doctor and identify the dangerous stress tremor by comparing
the acceleration [15].

(4)
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Fig.4 Hardware composition of force measuring platform

Fig.6 The flow chart of the recognition of stress tremor

To collecting the doctor real-time action, we will use the
TP-0200-101-411-102 type linear displacement sensor
produced by novotechink company. This sensor is an analog
sensor, and the simulated voltage obtained is the linear
displacement value. By calibrating the simulated voltage value
and displacement value, the range of the simulated voltage
value is 0~10v, and the range of the displacement is 0~18cm.
The coefficient of the conversion of voltage to displacement is
1.8. The formula for calculating the actual displacement is
shown below:

s = 1.8 ⋅ u z

After obtaining af, compare with as, and the flow chart of
comparison is shown in Fig 6. When the action signal meets
the requirement of safe acceleration, it will be transmitted to
the slave side equipment [16]. If it does not meet the
requirement of safety, it will return to the beginning stage to
calculate the acceleration of the next sampling period, so as to
achieve the purpose of eliminating the stress tremor.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. The experimental platform
To evaluate the performance of tremor elimination
strategy. In this paper, the experimental platform as shown in
Fig 7 is established.

(7)

In which s is actual displacement and the unit is cm, uz is
actual voltage and the unit is v. The controller we use is
Arduino Due, and the shortest interval of reading voltage
analog quantity is 1µs. This paper used the minimum interval
value to achieve the precise requirements. We calculate the
acceleration within 1ms according to the method shown in
Fig.5 We set 1ms as a cycle, and we set the velocity v1 at the
beginning of 1 cycle to 1µs, and the velocity v2 at the end of 1
cycle to 1µs. The formula for calculating the actual
acceleration is shown below:

v22 − v12 = 2a f s

(8)

Fig.7 The hardware composition of the experimental platform

In which s is actual displacement and the unit of s is cm.
v1 is the initial velocity and v2 is the final speed of this 1ms.
The unit of v1 and v2 is cm/µs. af is actual acceleration and the
unit of af is cm/µs2.

The left side is the slave manipulator and the right side is
the master manipulator. We used NDI to collect experimental
data. The detection principle of NDI is: the collection point of
rigid body is detected by NDI camera to obtain location
information. The test platform adopted a catheter with a
diameter of 5.0f and a length of 140mm.
B. The design of experiment
We designed the following experiment. To ensure the
authenticity of the experiment, we selected 10 healthy
operators. Everybody does the push operation. Each person
performs many times dangerous operations. By measuring the
real-time acceleration through NDI, the dangerous operation
that did not meet the requirements is removed from the
outside, and ten unsafe operations that meet the acceleration
standards was collected. Ten operators each performed ten

Fig.5 The method to calculate the real-time acceleration
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effective dangerous operations, for a total of 100 dangerous
operations, and the experiment was repeated ten times. If the
slave side device did not accelerate from the slave end during
the dangerous operation, the tremor elimination was
considered effective, otherwise, the tremor elimination
strategy was considered invalid.
As shown in Fig 8, in which the blue dotted line
represents the displacement of the master side manipulator,
and the red solid line represents the displacement of slave side
manipulator. The black box represents the low pass filter, the
blue box represents the Kalman filter, and the green box
represents the strategy of Tremor Elimination proposed in this
paper. Three kinds of filters are used to filter out the tremor. In
Fig 8, the signal passes through the low-pass filter and Kalman
filter, the curve of signal becomes smooth. the Low-pass filter
and the Kalman filter can filter out the regular physiological
tremor. But the dangerous action is still executed, and the selflocking action of the vascular interventional surgical robot is
not started. The Low-pass filter and the Kalman filter cannot
filter out the irregular stress tremor. However, the strategy
proposed in this paper can effectively identify and filter the
stress tremor. The main reason is that the strategy proposed in
this paper according to the characteristics of the platform to
identifying the tremor from the perspective of safe contact
force. when the operator operates the master side and
generates a large acceleration, the curve in the green box in
the Fig. At this time, the master side will filter out the tremor,
making the slave side stop, preventing the occurrence of
dangerous operation and improving the success rate of the
operation. The first two accelerations in the Fig also produced
mutations, but they were not filtered out, mainly due to the
large number of vertical blood vessels in the early stage of
vascular interventional surgery, in order to save computing
resources and improve surgical efficiency. So this strategy is
not implemented when you have a vertical displacement in the
vessel.
The experiments of 10 groups are shown in Fig.9. In each
group, blue represents the number of successes and yellow
represents the number of failures. According to the
information in the Fig.9, the success rate of each experiment is
shown in the table I.

TABLE I.
THE SUCCESS RATE OF EACH EXPERIMENT
Success rate
Success rate
Group 1

97%

Group 6

92%

Group 2

95%

Group 7

93%

Group 3

90%

Group 8

95%

Group 4

85%

Group 9

96%

Group 5

90%

Group 10

89%

Fig.9 The results of the experiment elimination of tremor

V. DISCUSSION
First, in order to better express the experimental results,
we will use root mean square to analyze the data [17]. The
reason for adopting RMS is that RMS is called effective value
in the physical sense. For the average, RMS can better express
the effectiveness of the strategy. The reason for the minimum
success rate is that the most important indicator of whether a
strategy can meet the requirements is whether it is still
effective in the worst-case situation. We will use the following
formula to calculate the root mean square:

RMS = ( kk ==1m ( s ) 2 / m)

(9)

In which m is the number of groups, s is the success rate
of each group, and RMS is the root mean square value of the
success rate. Calculate the effectiveness of the strategy in this
way. The final minimum success rate was obtained by
comparing the success rates of each group.
According to the above formula, the root-mean-square
value of the experimental result of tremor elimination is
92.26%. The RMS value represents the effectiveness of the
strategy, and it can be seen from the results that the strategy is
effective. There is a reason for the failure of the experimental
group. Due to the extremely short intervals during the
calculation. A part of the acceleration was lost in the
calculation of acceleration.

Fig.8 Results of tremor elimination
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[12]

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed a tremor elimination strategy for
vascular interventional surgical robots. The tremor was
divided into two types and removed according to the
characteristics of different types. This strategy can help
doctors reduce psychological pressure, improve the safety and
the successful rate of surgery. The effectiveness of the strategy
was judged by a large number of vitro experiments. In the
future, we will carry out some vivo experiments to verify the
effectiveness of the strategy.
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